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SHEAVES ON SPECTRUMS OF QUASI B-RINGS 

By Hyung Koo Cha and Dall Sun Yun 

1~ Introduetion. 

Let A be a commutative ring with 1. the prime spectrum Spec(A) of A is 

the topological space with Zariski topology. That is, Spec(A) is the set of all 

prime ideals of A whose cIosed sets are of the form V(E). where E is a subset 
Qf A and V(E) the set of all prime ideals of A which contain E ([1] , [7]). 

The object of this paper is to define a quasi B-ring (~2) ， since we can define 

a sheaf on the prime spectrum of such a ring by using basic open sets (~2 and 

용 4). 

We also give an example of a quasi B-ring in ~ 3, and finally prove that 

H~(X， ;S)르r_(x: rr A.) 
'f' 'f' xEX P. 

H;(X, S) = 0 (%>I)· 

￦here A is a quasi B-ring, X=Spec(A) , S=the sheaf on X is defined by 

using basic open sets of X , {Hn}=the cohomologys functors and φ a family of 

supports on X (Theorem 3 in ~ 4). 

Throughout this paper the word “ ring" shall mean a commutative ring with 1. 

2. Properties of Spee(A). 

Let A be a ring, For each fEA we denote the complement of V (f) in X =Spec(A) 

by X f ' Then every open set in X is the union of open sets X f ’ 
since 

X-V(E)=X- n V(n = (n V(f ))c = U V(fl = U X" 
fEE fEE fEE. fEE J 

where V(fl is the complement of V(f) and E is a subset of A. This means 
that the family of open sets Xf is a basic of open sets for the Zariski topology 

([6]). The sets X f are called basic open sets of X. 
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PROPOSITION 1. X=Spec(A) is co뺑act. More generally, each X f (fεA) is, 

compact. 

PROOF. Assume ~ = {Ui}깥1 is open coveri:rig of X. Since {Xf}fCA is a b fJ(EA 

for each xεUi there exists an open set Xf , with xεXf， CUi • Therefore we have 

an open covering {Xf， }iε1 of X which is induced by~. Thus, it follows 

from X=.U_Xf.ε U V( j;)c = (nV[ f))c = (V( U f·))c that V( U f) =@=V(1), 
iEJ μ iEJ ‘ iEJ ‘ iEJ ‘ iE! • 

and therefore there exist gl' "', gn in A such that 은1g잃=1. where 져， ... , 

자특닝fi• This implies that V( {지， "', f n} )=V(l) , and thus X=Xf,U" , UX!n" 

The second part of this proposition is proved by the same way as above. 

We give the following conditions into Spec(A) =X: 

(C1) Each element of X is closed. 

(C2) Each X f is open and closed in X. 

(C3) Each open set of X is a compact subset. 

THEOREM 1. Let Spec(A) satisfy the above conditions (C1) , (C2) , (C3). Then 

Spec(A) is a discrete topological space. 

PROOF. Let x be a point of X.By (C1) x is a closed set of X. We have to 

prove that x is also open in X. Since X-x is open there exist 지， 12, ... , 자 in A 

such that X-x=Xf , U…UX자 , Since each X f, is closed in X (by (C2)), X f ]‘u 
…Uxf”=X-x is dosed. Therefore x is open-

Note that x =p,l: a prime ideal of A) is closed in X if and only if P:x; is a 

maximal ideal of A. We give one more condition (C4) below into Spec(A): 

(C4) a finite union Xf， U"'UX:좌(fiεA for i=l , …, n) is equal to X f for 

some fEA. 

A ring satisfying conditions (C1)-(C4) above is called a quasi B-ring (for 

examples, see the next section). 

3. Boolean rings. 

Let A be a ring. If for each xEA 2x = 0 and x(1 + x) = 0 then A is called a 
2 

Boolean r쩌g. In a Boolean ring A , for each xEA xW=x, because of 2x=0 and 

x(1 + x) = 0, i = - x. Therefore we have that A is a Boolean ring and for 

each xgA x= x2. 

i 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a Boo/ean ring. Then 

i) every pri~ηe ideal p 01 A z's ηtax-ηlal and A/P is a jield with two eleηzents， 

ii) eνeη’ /initely generated ideal in A z's principal ideal. 

243-

PROOF. Suppose a prime ideal p of A. Then there exists an element x in A 

such that x fl=p. By the definition, x(1+x)=OEP which implies that l+xεφ. 

Thus 1 =x mod p and therefore Aφ={[이 , [1]}. where [이 and [1] are the 
classes containing 0 and 1, respctively. We complete the proof of i). For proof 
of ii), it suffices to consider an ideal Ax1 + Ax2’ 

where x1' x2εA. Put y=x1+x2+ 
X1%'2' then we get %'1 =%'!y, %'2=%'2Y and %'lX2=x1x2y and therefore AX1 + Ax2=Ay. 

For a Boolean ring A, we shaIl prove the following. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let X = Spec(A). Then 

i) Each xEX is closed in X. 

ii) F or each jiεA， the set X f is open and c/osed in X. 

iii) For 11' ••• ，fnεAtheγe exists an elemαlt 1 in A such that X f• U ,,'UXf• =Xf 

iv) X is a compact Haμsdor// space. 

PROOF. i) is easiIy proved by i) of the preceding proposition. 
ii) : There exists a maximal ideal p of A such that jiεψ. In this case g = 1 + / 
is not in p. By the definition of a Boolean ring we have 1+ g= 1. Thus 

V( {f, g} )=V(1 )=V(/)nV(g)=çb, 

(V(/)nV(g))' =V(/)' UV(g)' =çbc =X, XfUXg=X 

Since xfnxg=xfg and /og三1(1+/)=0 we haveX-Xg=Xf-Xfg=Xf-XO=X, 
and therefore X f is closed (Note: Xo=X - V(O) =φ. 

iii) : X f• U …UXf• = V(/1)' lJ ."UV(/n)c=(V(지)n ... nV(져))' =V({지， '.', /n} f 
=V(Af,+…+ Af/. By ii) of Proposition 2, there exists an element / in A such 

that A/=A，지+…+A/n' and thus X f1 U ... UXfn=V(A/)' =V(/)' =Xf • 

iv):Note that each element x of X is the maximal ideal P,; of A. Take two 

eleπlents x and y in X with x낯y. Then p,;:;i;Py. We can choose two elements / 

and g in A such that jiεp x' gεPy' ji훌Py' g fEp,; and /+g=l (see proof of ii of 

this proposition). In this case, X
f 

is an open neighborhood of y , X g is an open 

neighborhood of x, and XfnXg=xfg=çb. Therefore X is a Hausdorff space. 

Let A be a finite Boolean ring. By the preceding proposition, A is a quasi 
B-ring. 

• 
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4. The sheaf of a quasi B-ring. 

ln this section we only deal with quasi B-rings. Therefore the word “'ring" 

1Illeans a quasi B-ring. Let A be a ring, and let X =Spec(A). By the definition 
in the section 2, each open set in Spec(A) is of the form X[for some fEA. We 

want to define a presheaf on Spec(A), using basic open sets. 

PROPOSITION 4. If XgC.X f in Spec(A) , tfæn tfære exists aκ equation of tfæ form 

g”=μif for some 쩌teger κ>0 and some μεA 

PROOF. XgCXf implies that X-V(g)CX-V(f). From V(jχ:V(g) we know 

that there. exist μεA and n>O such that gn=uf. 

We put S= {￡ f2, …} and s-1A=AF 

.localization at {f, f2 , …}. 

The process of pa셉ng from A to Af is 

Using the preceding proposition we define a ιA-mo여〕펴d뼈u비Ile ma때PPg，f :AF→→Ag by 

p싼'f.g아(aι11"’)= μtt%r 

=ιAf’ because there exist ul' u2 in A such that gm=uJ! and f
n
=u2g for some 

;m, n>O, and 

μfα 

"We define two categories X A and M A as follows: 

X A = the cate.맹ry of all basic φen sets of X=Spec (A) and inclusion map, 
MA=the category of all A-modules and A-module maps. 

PROPOSITION 5. Tfæ contraνarz"ant functor S:X A .M A which is defined by 

,S(Xf)=Af and S(i )=Pg.f for any inclusion map z' :Xg• X f is a presheaf on X. 

Fμrtlzermore， for eveγ'Y point xεX， the stalk S", at x is isom01ψhic to Apswhe7e x=P 

is a prime ideal of A. 、

PROOF. For the first part of this proposition, it suffices to prove that the 

.diagram 
Ph,f 

A~-------'-→ Ah 
、、、 /' 
Pg.f\、Ag //Ph,g 
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is commutative. where XhCXgCXf • because Pf.f is the identity map ([5]. 

[8] ). From the relation X hζXgζXf we have equations gn=μ1/• hP=μ2g and 

h
Q
=u3!. where U1• U2• μ3εA and n.p. q>O. For any element 츄εAf’ 

. ‘ μ~mU 
P.- -。얘P_ J - 1= "←수 '.1)_'-1=-걱 • 
n‘%’얘g g’μJ \ I깐m I hpmn ' . hJ\ t"‘ / ' hqm 

Since we have 
.. 01.κ m "m m ，.tJκ m mn nm m .. p 

aU2 Ui ñ" = au3u2 μ11 =aμ3 U2 g =au3 ñ" 

we get 
"m m 

μ u.a 2 -1 

h pnn‘ ‘-

m 
μ。 a

、 . 
- , m 

h
qm Ah. 

Thus the above diagram is commutative. 

Next. we have to prove that 
limAç -• J ~A 
XEXf -‘~P. 

Noting that the following are equivalent 

(i) XEX!,’ (ü) xEX - V(f). (ili) fiεA-pS'. 

we know that there is the canonical map 카 • Aþ. assi맹S좋 

we have to prove that 

with 
a 
1" . Thus 

then there exists a in A such 

that xεXhC 

Proof of i): Note that 

that h(ag-bf) =O 

There are two maps Pfgh쇠 Af • Afgh and Pfgh.g : Ag • Afgh sucht hat Pfgh.A츄 

=뚫뚱 and 싼'gh.g 맡=웰. r않pectively. Since agh=blh we have 쩍= 
blh in Afglf Put α=효h then i) has been proved. 
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lJf!h . I b 
=꿇h =Pfgh， g\궁 

h(ag-bf)=O. Since f , g and h are in A-Þ,/fgh)mh is also in A-þ" and therefore 
a _ b . A 

f g •““'P~. 

THEOREM 2, The þresheaf S as above is the sheaf (증 π， X) on Spec(A)=X 

sμch that for each xEX, π-1(x)=AA a%d for eack ope% set U of X, S(U)=S(U), 
μlhere x=A, π the canonical þrojection and "S(U)=the set of all sec#ons of 정 

over U. 

PROOF. We want to prove that for X= UXr. and 
ieI l' 

a; I f a, 
;-르Aji드Iwith Pηη，끼 I : 

a, 
:e exists a unique element a in A such that p!n(a)= f 1,'1'''.1- f 

tε1 (note:X =X - V(1)=Xl=>쪽). 1n order to do this, it suffices to deal with 

the cases that f i has no ai as a factor for all iε1. Assume 파 is not divisor of 와， 

then 

EIL-건효 
fi져 

-
파fj 

in Af;fi (note: xf,nXt;=xf;f). 

Therefore there is a positive integer n는1 such that (좌지)n(ai자-aj간)=0 and 

we have(f필)’la씬=(fi.자)까/i=O， because of a.펴=;éaj파 except a씬=0=ajj;. This 
implies that 

Therefore 
/ 

a;f; a. f; 
」」L=-L」-=O in AJI 
좌지 파fj 

- V ... , ..... ""~flf; 

a. f; a.f. 
수J _ J. 

"낯O 
간지 

- 강fj 
in Af, fJ implies that there exists a unique element a in A such that 와=a죄 for all 

aI, 
iε1. For all iε1. Pf/l(a)=강f， where R/,,1 : A• Af, and therefore w빼e corr뼈r 

our proof (because the pπ，re않shea따f S satisfies the conditions (SI) and (S월~) in pages 

5-6 of [5]). 

Recall that Spec(A) is a discrete topological space (~2). This implies that S is 
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aIso a discrete topologicaI space, and therefore we have the sheaf isomorphism 

$~i말Ap.Cwith the discrete topology) Cfor detaiIs see [5] or [8]). In consequence 

the sheaf S on SpecCA) is flably. Let φ be a fam iIy of supports on X , and 

rφ CU, F) be the set of aIl sections of a sheaf F on U over X , where U is 

an open set of X. Since each F has an injective resolution we can define the 

cohomology functors of F as foIlows : 

H;CX , F)=RηFψCX， F) Cn는0) 

where {힘}n능o are the right derived functors of the contravariant functors r，ψ(for 

detaiIs see [5] or [8]). Using that every fIabby sheaf is ψ-acyclic for any ψ the 

foIlowing is clear Csee p. 35 of [5]). 

THEOREM 3. Let A be a quasi B-r쩌~g. There exists a μnz"que sheaf 증 on X= 

SpecCA) 때 to isomoφhis1:η such that for each open set UC =Xf for some fEA) 

8CU)르Af’ which is flabby. That is, for any family φ of supports on X 

Hg(X, 5)츠rm(x: IIAn)' H~CX， 8)=0. n>l 
"1' γ xEX 1'. "1' 

Moγeover， 

~ II A~ 
xEX .-, 
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